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Abstract  

Indian government is facing the problem of black money from so many years, but the government 

has started taking some hard steps to tackle this problem recently only. A huge percentage of 

Indian citizens is evading tax in one way or the other which is creating black money for himself or 

for another person. Non-payment of tax and hoarding of cash generates problem not only for the 

government at national level but at the international level too. People in India prefer to make 

transactions in cash rather than through banks which further enhances the problem of generation of 

black money at various stages. To remove this problem there must be strict laws and a proper 

system which ensure that all the transactions are linked with a permanent ID like a PAN number or 

Aadhar number, so that government can track all of these transactions. It will bring transparency 

about the income and spending of the people. This paper attempts to discuss the meaning of black 

money, how it is generated, its impact on the economy and the measures taken by Indian 

government to tackle this problem.  
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Introduction  

In India black money flows very easily in the economy. People invest their black money in real 

estate, properties, politics, share market etc. Black money gives rise to many other illegal activities 

like corruption, crime and influencing administration and politics of the country. There are a lot of 

sources for generation of black money. Generally, black money is that money which is not 

reported to the government. There are so many reasons for not reporting correct income to the 

government like for evasion of tax or hiding the source of income because it may be an illegal 

source of making money. The sources of illegal money are many like bribe, corruption, smuggling, 

black marketing, extortion etc. So the money earned through these means can not be reported to 

the government but there may be some genuine incomes too which are not reported to the 

government for the purpose of tax evasion like income from business, capital gains and income 

from house property etc. because people do not pay proper amount of taxes so government fiscal is 

always in deficit and government remain unable to provide necessary facilities to the public. If the 

black money is reported to the government and proper amount of tax is paid to the government 

then it will increase the government revenue manifold. Indian government is taking few strong 

steps to curb this practice but there are many challenges that it will have to face in order to remove 

the problem of black money upto the maximum extent possible.  

Objectives of the study 

1) To know the concept of black money. 

2) To know the reasons of generation of black money. 

3) To know the impact of black money on the economy. 

4) To know the steps government is taking to curtail black money. 

5) To know the challenges before the government to tackle with the problem of black money. 

 

Research Methodology 

This research is a descriptive research and analytical one. The data used in this research is of 

secondary nature. The data has been collected from internet, newspaper, journals, books and 

websites online.  

Meaning And Causes of Black Money 

Defining black money is not simple at all. It refers to many terms and can be connected to many 

types of incomes which are like unaccounted income, underground income, black income and 

unofficial income etc.  but one thing can be said about it is that the money is not completely 

legitimate property of the person who earns it. Generally it generates when received in cash or 

without paying proper amount of tax. So it can be said that the black money is that money which is 

taxable or earned through illegal means and not reported to the authorities.  

Causes of Black Money 

 Black money is earned through illegal sources such as smuggling, weapons trading and selling 

counterfeit goods.  

 If the tax rates in the economy are too high, then it will result in concealment of income and 

people will not like to let a major portion of their income go in the form of taxation. 

 Black money can also be earned through corruption. People paying or receiving bribes are 

generating black money. 
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 Income from the businesses if not reported also causes generation of black money. 

 In most of the cases, the people are not habitual of paying the taxes. Individuals, forms and 

businesses evade taxes a lot. They misuse the loopholes of income tax laws and do not pay 

taxes properly.  

 Black money generates in case the receipts of the businesses are not properly recorded or 

shown in the books of accounts. If the receipts are not properly shown then they will not 

become the part of taxable income and will generate black money subsequently. 

 Investment in gold is also another source as well as channel of hiding black money. India is a 

very big consumer of gold. People having black money invest it in gold because it is easy to 

manage black money when invested in gold. Due to the increased demand of gold, it became a 

trade to smuggle gold creating even more black money. 

 Indian government has a lot of tax laws, but their enforcement is very poor. Few Government 

officers take bribe and let the black money creators go unchecked.  

 Today, one more technique has emerged to create and hide black money. A shell company is 

created which has no business, produce nothing and employs no one, but it is just on papers. 

These companies work only to hide the incomes generated by other companies or to rotate the 

money to formulate it like unreported.  

Money Earned Through Legal Sources 

Only the money earned through illegal means does not become black money even the money 

earned through legal means can also turns into the black money. Here are some of the cases where 

money earned even through legal means will be considered as black money. 

 When the taxes are evaded on the income earned through legal means. 

 When the statutory contributions like deduction of PF etc. are evaded. 

 When the payments to the employees, government or other authorities are not made. 

 When the taxes are not calculated or proper compliance of tax laws is not done. 

 

Impact of Black Money on Indian Economy 

1. Due to concealment of income or evasion of tax, government does not get proper amount of 

tax. It decreases the government revenue and government does not become able to fulfill its 

goals due to deficit in finance. 

2. More amount in the economy than the expectation of government increases the prices of the 

commodities abnormally. People who evade taxes parts with more amount of income which 

they can spend in the market leading to inflation.  

3. Black money is invested in luxury items like costly houses, jewellery, stones, cars and 

parties. It creates demand of unuseful items and sellers of these items earn even more profits, 

creating further black money and circulating the same in the economy. 

4. More amount of black money promotes the activities like terrorism, crime, naxalwaad and 

corruption in the country. 

5. To save taxes on black money people send the money to foreign countries using the secret 

channels. The money is transferred to foreign by so many techniques in which over billing of 

exports and under billing of imports is very common.  

6. Government schemes for the citizens require a lot of money, when government does not get 

proper financial support due to evasion of taxes, the facilities does not reach to the common 

man.  
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7. Black money increases the gaps between poor and rich people. By saving money, rich 

becomes richer whereas poor does not get advantage of subsidies and other schemes and 

have to face inflation due to which poor becomes poorer. 

How Indian Government Tackles With Black Money 

From time to time, Indian government has taken so many measures to curb black money and to 

encourage people to disclose their black money and bring that money in the system. Government 

keeps introducing new schemes in order to curb black money and faces challenges in 

implementing them. These schemes and the challenges faced by the government can be discussed 

as below. 

1. Most of the times, government increases the tax base and lower the taxes as well. In this 

way, more people are brought under tax regime but with lower tax rate. In this way, 

government encourages public to pay taxes. This is the primary method by which 

government makes the public disclose black money. 

2. TDS is a very effective way of collecting tax almost immediately and effectively. In this 

technique, the tax is collected at source and before making payment to someone. It ensures 

that the income earner pays tax to the government and if at the end of the year, his income 

is not taxable, and then he gets refund of the tax deducted at source.  

3. Many times, government has announced ‘voluntary black money disclosure’ schemes. In 

this technique, government gives an opportunity to those who have black money that they 

can disclose it at their own to the government and they can keep their income with 

themselves after paying a certain amount of tax as fixed by the government in the scheme.  

4. Demonetization is another technique used by the government to curb black money. In this 

technique, government declares a certain type of currency as illegal tender. Generally, 

government does it with the currency of large denomination. Due to demonetization, either 

the black money hoarded by the people either brought into the system or it becomes 

useless. 

5. By promoting cashless or digital transactions government make it sure that all the 

transactions go through banking, credit card or debit card system. If government 

discourages cash transactions then it can simply decrease the amount of black money 

circulating in the economy. 

6. There are few schemes in which government allows the people having black money to buy 

special bonds and if that person does so then government will not ask for the source of that 

income. The identity of the person will also be kept secret. In these types of bonds, the 

interest rate is low but the user gets an opportunity to convert its black money into the 

white money. 

7. By amnesty schemes government waives the penalty and interest on the late payment of 

taxes. So, if a person evades taxes and later on wants to disclose the income and pay tax, 

then no more questions will be asked and he will be able to pay the tax without any penalty 

and interest.  

Conclusion  

Black money is a curse which can bring the economy of any country down. Government keeps 

working on this issue from time to time. It keeps finding the reasons why people create black 

money. It keeps on improving the tax structure, number and types of formalities, procedure of 

taxation and a lot of other things by which more and more people can be attracted to the taxation 

system and more and more revenue can be generated. Not only this, all the time government tries 
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to innovate new schemes through which people can be encouraged to disclose their black money. 

Even though a lot of efforts, the problem of black money can not be eliminated completely, but it 

can be only minimized. There are a lot of challenges in front of Indian government. It needs not to 

fight only with black money but also with the poverty. In most of the cases, poverty leads to 

corruption and a corrupt person will try to defeat the system by evading the taxes and increase its 

income through illegal ways. Government is also weak in many areas. Every year, government 

raises the prices of the commodities but the infrastructure is still poor, it creates poor image of 

government in the minds of people. Rather than paying tax to the government people prefer them 

keeping the same money with themselves, because people think that government is not able to use 

the funds properly. A common man wants a simple and decent living and he expects that if he 

follows the taxation laws properly, then government can provide him basic facilities with an ease, 

but when it does not happen, he try to evade the tax and conceal its income. Today, even small 

facilities like schools, hospitals etc. are not properly available in government sector. To avail these 

facilities, a common man prefers private sectors. They provide services at high cost, but no doubt 

the services are worthy and efficient. The high cost charged by them creates black money for the 

service providers. If the government provides these basic facilities then people will not pay that 

high cost to private sector and it will curtail black money up to much extent. So, we can say that 

there are many small and big reasons for the generation of black money, even when government is 

fighting with this problem; still there is a lot to be done to make the economy free from this 

problem. Citizens of the country can help government by being part of proper taxation system and 

paying taxes responsibly. Reporting all the income to authorities, whether legal or illegal, by the 

citizens themselves, will contribute much to the success of government efforts in tackling with 

black money.  
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